
FAASTeam presents:

ADSB - 90 minutes of knowledge



This is a Thursday night as this is the only time
we could arrange for the guest speaker from FAA
HQ to come and speak to the audience.
 
FAA Speaker Bio John Fisher
 - John Fisher has over 30 years experience in
the aviation industry.  In 2005 he retired from the
US Air Force (USAF) with a background in
aircraft maintenance and accident investigation. 
Prior to joining the Federal Aviation
Administration, in 2010, John’s work involved
upgrading the surveillance systems of 40+ USAF
platforms.  Currently John manages FAA
surveillance policy, such as Technical Standard
Orders and Advisory Circulars, related to ADS B
OUT / IN, UAT, Mode S, and ATCRBS systems. 
John contributes to the FAA’s deployment of the
ADS-B ground infrastructure and works closely
with aircraft owners as they equip their aircraft
with ADS-B.
Directions: Flying........... park in the open transient tie
downs, just south of the SUN shade hangars... then walk 300
feet west to the Q Hut.
Driving........ Placer street... west ....... just past Benton airport
after you go down then up, turn left at the next light... park
along the fence... walk to north end of Q hut and enter.
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A message from the National FAASTeam Manager
Invite a fellow pilot to the next WINGS Safety Seminar in your area.

Sign up for the FAA's safety services at www.FAASafety.gov!

The FAA Safety Team (FAASTeam) is committed to providing equal access to this meeting/event for all participants. If you need
alternative formats or services because of a disability, please communicate your request as soon as possible with the person in the

“Contact Information” area of the meeting/event notice. Note that two weeks is usually required to arrange services.


